‘Drunken Hearts’ Quilt
79” (201cm) x 76” (193cm)
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‘Drunken Hearts’ Quilt
These fun hearts are made using a traditional ‘Drunkard’s Path’ template.
Curved piecing made easy!

Good to Know


Assumed knowledge: use of a sewing m achine, rotary cutter, ruler,
mat and quarter inch seams.



Finished size: 79” (201cm) x 76 ” (193cm)



Main Technique: Curved and straight piecing



Best Fabrics: Quilting cotton



Clear illustrations included throughout



Templates provided



Sizzix friendl y project using 4.5” Drunkards Path dies 657168
(fan background) & 657169 (quarter circle) .
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Need to Know


Print out templates exactly to size (do not select ‘fit to page’ printer
settings)



Measurements assume cuts from 44” (112c m) wide bolts



Use size 80/12 needle for piecing and 90/14 for quilting

Materials



12 fat quarter metres



5m for background & borders



0.5m fabric for binding



4.25m for backing



2.25m compressed wadding (at least 90” /229cm wide)



Basting Spray (505)



Non-permanent marking tool



Square ruler for trimming



Template plastic (small sheet)
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Colour Ke y:
Green:

Workflow Stages

Red:

Wrong sides / right sides

Purple:

Ironing

Dark Blue:

Seam Allow ance

Pink:

Sizzix

Cut Out

From each of 11 fat quarters :
(makes 2 heart blocks per fat quarter)


8 x quarter circles (see drunkard’s path template)

(cut 2 x (4.5” (11.5cm) w ide strips x 44” (112cm) tall) & put through
the quarter circle die)


2 x 7.25” (18.5cm) squares

From the remaining fat quarter :
(makes 1 heart block)


4 x quarter circles (see drunkard’s path template)

(cut 1 x (4.5” (11.5cm) w ide strip x 44” (112cm) tall) & put through
the quarter circle die)


1 x 7.25” (18.5cm) square
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From background fabric:


92 x fans (see drunkard’s path template)

(cut 12 x (5.5” (14cm) w ide strips x 44” (112cm) tall) & put through
the fan die)


46 x 8” (20cm) squares cut in ha lf diagonally (setting triangles)



23 x 3 7/8” (10cm) squares



4 x (14.5”/37cm wide x 7.5”/18.5cm tall) for top & bottom of 2
short columns



6 x (4” (10cm) wide strips x 44” (112cm) tall) for borders

From binding fabric:


8 x (2.5” (6.5cm) wide strips x 44” (112cm) tall)

Preparation



Trace the drunkard’s path templates to template plastic (non Sizzix).



Cut out

Make a few ‘test’ drunkard’s path units to practise (see steps 1-6).
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Make It

Make the Drunkard’s Path units (92)
¼” Seam allow ance

1.

Sew a background fan t o each patterned quarter circle :

Lay 2 pieces beside your sewing machine , right sides facing up .

2.

Flip the quarter circle over & pointing to the left
-

right sides are together

-

the top curved corners are aligned.

-

Do not pin.
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3.

Sew 2-3 stitches to anchor the f abrics.
-

4.

Keep the needle in the ‘down’ position.

Use your right hand to straighten the curve o f the top fabric.
At the same time lift up the top fabric with your left hand.

B. Keep the top fabric up as you sew.
C. Keep the edges of the 2 pieces aligned.
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5.

A. Stop 0.5“ short of the bottom.
-

keep the needle dow n

-

lift up the presser foot.

B. Readjust the edges of your fabrics
-

finish sewing.

6.

Gentl y press the curve to the dark si de.

7.

Trim the unit to 3 7/8” square :

8.

-

trim a ¼” seam all owance beyond the ends of the curve

-

you are trimming the right and top edges

A. Turn the unit 180 degrees.
B. Reposition on the mat.
C. Trim the remaining 2 e dges to 3 7/8” square.
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Make the heart block (23):
9.

10.

Join the drunkard’s path units in pairs.
-

this create an arc.

-

match up the seams at the top of the arc.

-

press the seams open.

-

You will have 2 arcs per block.

Sew an arc to the left side of the 7.25” square.
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11.

A. Sew the 3 7/8” background square to the left side of the remaining
arc.
B. Sew this to the top of the block , creating a heart shape.

12.

-

match up the intersecting seams

-

this creates the inner point of the heart.

A. Sew setting triangles to opposite edges of the heart.
B. Press to the dark side.
C. Attach the remaining 2 triangles.
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13.

Trim the block to 14.5” square .
-

make sure you have at least ¼” of backgroun d fabric below the
heart.

Make the Quilt Top:
14.

Layout the hearts in vertical columns .
-

5 blocks in the 1 s t , 3 r d and 5 t h columns

-

4 blocks in the 2 n d and 4 t h columns.

-

half block gaps at the top and bottom of columns 2 and 4.
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15.

Sew the blocks right sides together in columns.
-

16.

Press seams open.

Sew a 14.5” wide x 7.5” tall rectangle right sides together to both
ends of rows 2 and 4.
-

17.

Press seams open.

Sew the columns right sides together .
-

Press seams open.

Attach the Borders:
18.

A. Join pairs of border strips end to end.
B. Attach to the 2 sides of the quilt.
-

trim off the excess.

C. Press the seams aw ay from the centre.
D. Attach the final border to the bottom edge.
-

no border strip on the top .

E. Press the seam aw ay from the centre .
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Join the backing:
19.

A. Cut length of backing in half w idthways.
B. Place long edges right sides together.
C. Sew along 1 long s ide.
-

20.

Press the seam open

Basting, Quilting, Binding:

Spra y baste the 3 layers of t he quilt together: backing/wadding/top (refer to
my Tutorials page on www.justjude -designs.com for more on Spra y
Basting a Quilt).
21.

Quilt as desired (refer to my Tutorials page on www.justjudedesigns.com for Quilting Guidelines ). Trim off any excess
wadding/backing and square up the quilt if necessary.
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Workflow Summary

Make Drunkards
Path Units
Pg 5

Make the
Heart Block
Pg 8

Make the
Quilt Top
Pg 10

Attach the
Borders
Pg 11

Join the
Backing
Pg 12

Basting, Quilting,
Binding
Pg 12
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If you liked this pattern, check out more from Just Jude Designs here:
www.justjude -designs.com
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